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~Session Chair~ 

Ok, now the time 0100pm, we would get started our session. This is session #3. It was also the first 

discussion session in this conference. Because just now, in the morning, we finished some activities, 

most of people were still in restaurant for their lunch. So we needed to wait a moment, 5-10 minutes. 

Just keep patient. However, if you were the presenter for the session paper presentation, please 

checked-in me to know your paper presentation schedule. 

“Hello, I am this paper presentation speaker, how can I input my file for later presentation?” A 

speaker #1 asked the question. “OK, you just upload you file on the desktop of computer. You could 

open it when you talk to your paper.” The session chair answered to speaker #1. “Session chair, I am 

this paper presenter. My name is not in the list of program. It is wrong version with this final program. 

Could I put on my name in the program-list? Later on, I will present my paper on behalf of the 

authors.” “The presenter #2, Korean girl asked such concern to session chair.” “Ok, sometimes, there 

will be something trouble, like such case, never mind, you just give me your name, write down here. I 

will introduce you when I check out you paper.” “The session chair replied to the speaker #2, Miss 

Lim.” “Are you the session chair?” Someone guy was talking to the session chair.” “Yes, any 

question?”  “I am the first one paper speaker in this session. You see here! But I am not anyone author 

of this paper. The authors ask me to present the paper for them. I just read the paper only in the 

presentation. I could not answer any questions, if there are questions after my presentation.” The guy 

was offering such story in a hurry word to session chair. Next, “I am the friend of this speaker, I will go 

out for a while to get my notebook. I am supposed to come back here soon, when will the session  get 

started?” “Fine, after you are back here, we will begin this session right away, it is about 2-3 minutes 

later.” The session chair gave an answer back. 

After 2-3 minutes, there was a voice sent from the session-chair: “Good afternoon everyone, it is 

welcome and good to see all of you joining this session. It is the session #3 here. I am the program 

chair of this conference/symposium. I also take care of this session as a chair. In this session, we will 
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have 10 papers arranged for the presentation. The total time in this session, is 2-hour and 30 minutes. 

So each paper has only 15 minutes for the presentation. Whenever the show time is up for your paper 

presentation, I will hint you someone information, for example, raise my hand or other ways, thanks.” 

The speaker #1 then made his ppt file open from the desk-computer. “This is the research of…, … it is 

the conclusion of our paper. Thanks for attention!” the presentation was just finished. The session chair 

repeated it again: “is it finish.” “Yes, finish.” The speaker #1 said it confirmedly.” “OK, any question 

for it.” The session chair followed the words and delivered the signal. “Yes, I have a question for him.” 

“Could you say more about the implementation part? I just feel that probably it is also able to be done 

by other ways.” The questioner proposed the issue to the speaker. The speaker then explained the 

key-point again in response to the questioner. “Ok, let us gave a hand to the speaker #1 for his paper 

presentation.” “Next, we are going to the second one paper presentation.” The session chair continued 

the work in his position, until the last one paper presentation in this session. 

“It’s the final one paper presentation. After this paper, we will have a session break. Let us 

welcome the speaker.” The session chair gave an introduction to the presenter. “Any questions,” the 

session chair asked to all the members in the session room when the last one presenter ended the paper 

talks. Someone member raised her hand to propose an issue at someone ppt-page with the paper. The 

presenter seemed not to sense the question well proposed by the member. By the way, a number of 

repeated question-solution conversations were therefore keeping stay more than 1 minute. Time was 

really out of the limited time in a paper presentation time. “Ok, the issue seems to be interesting to 

involve the hot discussions. Later on, you two could talk more outside in the session break time.” The 

session chair gave a talk to break the conversation. “Thank you very much,” said the session chair.   
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“Time is now over for this session #3. If you still have some questions for the content you are 

interested. You could look for the presenter later on in the break time. It’s really a great session to own 

all of your discussion in this session. Now it is finished. Thanks for patience and discussions again.” 

The session chair, eventually, ended up the duty-work in his position in the international conference, in 

Hainan island.  

~秋風/王旭正~ 


